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The straight perpendicular at the left of the emblem stands for straight moral character, sincerity,
and honor which we seek to maintain in all our connections with Animal Husbandry. lt is placed above
all others and we expect you to follow its guidance through an upright moral life. This one thing Block
and Bridle club demands of you. At the right are two distinct curves, which complete the letter B. These
fundamentals are the basis upon which we build our social pleasure, mental energy, and moral force.
The block in the upper loop of the B represents the marketing or material side of our lives, and
after all, our efforts are useless unless we are able to gain the material things of life. The bridle in the
lower loop of the B represents the control to always have over ourselves, so as to always act as a lady
or gentleman and a lover of livestock.
The colors of the Block and Bridle Club are Royal Purple and Navy Blue. The flower is the Lilac.
STAFF COMMENTS
To friends of the Animal Science Industry-
I am happy to present to you the second Block and Bridle annual put together by the Ne-
braska Chapter. The annual has grown slightly from last year and as you read through the
book, I hope you will enjoy learning of our club activities as much as we enjoy doing them.
Nebraska Chapter is very active with old and new projects, and it is through the willing efforts
of a great bunch of members, advisors, and supportersthat our club acomplishes all that itdoes.
As we did last year, the annual will be freely distributed at livestock events around the state,
to county agents, vocational agricultural teachers, and to the subcribers. I encourage all of you
to read through our advertising section, see what our subcribers have to offer, and patronize
them when you can. lt is through their support that this annual and other club activities happen,
I hope you will find this yearbook useful and interesting as
functions and purposes.
you read of our organizations
Editor: Doug Brand
Staff: Chris Votaw
Dick Brown
Jim Ferguson
PURPOSES OF BLOCK AND BRIDI-E
On December 2, 1919 student representatives from four animal husbandry clubs met in Chi-
cago, lllinois, and formed the National Block and Bridle Club, the local clubs becoming chap-
ters in the new national organization. These charter chapters were lowa, Kansas, Nebraska, and
Missouri' From this first meeting came a constitution which included a statement as to the objec-
tives of this club. They are: (1) To promote a higher scholastic standard among the students
of animal husbandry, (2) To promote animal husbandry, especially all phases, of student animal
husbandry work in colleges and universities, (3) To bring about a closer relationship among the
men pursuing some phase of animal husbandry as a profession.
Membership in Block and Bridle is open to any student of agriculture, on the college level,
who has a sincere interest in animal husbandry.
AN ADDRESS FROM THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN
Dear Block & Bridle Members & Friends:
I am pleased to represent ihe Animal Science staff in expressing a note of thanks to you for making
the 1970-71 school year an interesting and exciting year. Our continuous contacts with you keeps us
inspired and motivated to push on toward goals of improving Nebraska's animal agriculture.
Several points of professional philosophy may be of interest to you as you plan for the future.
Success is usually achieved by men doing the common things uncommonly well. In the Animal Sci-
ence field this success is most likely to be achieved by those men who have great knowledge and abil-
ity in animal technology and who enjoy using these resources for the good of the industry or mankind.
To develop one's personal knowledge and/or ability in any area, the individual must be willing to work
and study. Often this work and study may concern basic subject matter that may not be directly related
to the chosen field of speciality. For example, the person who aspires to be a cattle breeder in the future
must have some understanding of animal breeding systems. To understand animal breeding systems one
must have some knowledge of statistical genetics. To understand statistical genetics one must have some
knowledge of statistics. To understand statistics one must have some knowledge of mathematics. Some-
times a "cowboy" must be pretty dedicated to stay in the saddle and develop a good understanding
of mathematics. Most "cowboys" would prefer something that is more "practical". The facts of the case
are that the cattle breeder of the future who routinely uses estimated breed value as the basis for plan-
ned matings in his herd will need to have studied mathematics. Similarly, cattle feeders of the future who
develop their own formulas will need to understand the chemical basis for the action of new additives.
Really what I'm saying is that many courses in the disciplines are practical for the development of the
capacity to be the livestock breeders and feeders of the future.
A man who has developed his knowledge and ability in the Animal Science field should find a job
he enjoys. He can be assured that the road to success is much easier if he is traveling it in a job he likes.
Of course, the final measurements of success must include some satisfactions as well as financial status
and growth. Someone has said the only really happy man is the one who is doing exactly the work he
would be doing if he did not have to work at all.
Best wishes to all of you as you go forth to achieve your goals in life'
Sincerely yours,
Frank H. Baker
Chairman
Animal Science Department
ANIMAL 5CI FACULTY
BEEF
2. Robert M. Koch
4. John K. Ward
8. Walter W. Woods
14. Marvel L. Baker
16. Earl Ellington
19. Vincent Arthaud
32. Frank Baker
SWINE
1. P. G. Cunningham
6. Ernest Peo, Jr.
7. James Heldt
11. Bobby Moser
13. Dwane Zimmerman
15. Terry Schrick
22. William Ahlschwede
DAIRY
5. Foster Owen
20. Robert Appleman
21. Mogens Plum
24. Philip Cole
25. Philip Kelly
29. Andrew Schultze
MEATS
10. Roger Mandigo
19. Vincent Arthaud
23. Charles Adams
27. Jimmy Wise
PHYSIOLOGY and/or RUMTNANT
NUTRITION
3. Romesh Naja (Phy)
12. Terry Klopfenstein (RN)
26. Keith Bolsen (RN)
28. Larry Varner (RN)
BREEDING AND GENETICS
18. Joe Hudson (G)
30. Gordon Dickerson
31. Cecil Blunn
17. Ted Doane, sheep pr.
9. R. B. Warren, horse
prod & Lvst. Jdg.
NOT PICTURED
Martin Alexander, Sheep Prod.
Larry Cundiff, Beef Btd.
Paul Guyer, Beet Nut.
Dave Williams, 4-H Lvst. Prog.
James Gosey, Beet Brdg.
PROFESSOR
R. B. WARREN
Block and
Bridle National
V ice-P resident
REPORT FROM I97O NATIONAL MEETING
The 1970 meeting, in chicago during the International was attended by Ron Hagan and Greg
Martin who represented the club as delegates. Also in attendance were Glenn Selk, Steve Jar-
chow, Jack Nemec .and Steve Rezac.
The Nebraska delegation was headed by Professor R. B. warren, who is serving his second
year as National Block and Bridle vice-president. Next year he will automaticalty become presi-
dent of the national organization.
At the meeting Nebraska Chapter's Scrapbook received Honorable Mention. In over-all activ-
ities, our state chapter ranked third. Last year's president, Larry Kubicek, was recognized as
third place winner in the National Merit winner's contest.
FACUTTY ADVISORS TO BLOCK AND BRIDLE
Block and Bridle advisors who helped keep the club on the go tor 1g70-1g71 were Dr. Roger Mandigo,
Dr. P. J. Cunningham, and Dr. John Ward.
Dr. John Ward is serving our chapter in his third year as senior advisor. Originally from Nebraska,
Dr. Ward has a B.S. and Ph.D. from Kansas State and his master's degree from Oklahoma State. Beef
Nutrition is Dr. Ward's interest at Nebraska U. The Block and Bridle Club is grateful for the advice
and assistance Dr. ward has given us in his three years as an advisor.
Serving in his second year as B and B advisor, Dr. Roger Mandigo is a meats extension specialist.
A native Californian, Dr. Mandigo came to Nebraska after obtaining his degrees at Cal poly, New Mex-
ico, and Oklahoma. Thanks to Dr. Mandigo for the time he has given this year to Block and Bridle.
Beginning his three year term as a Block and Bridle Advisor is Dr. P. J. Cuningham. Dr. Cunningham
did his undergraduate work at lowa State and got his master's and Ph.D. from Oklahoma State in the
area of Swine Breeding. The club has enjoyed P. J.'s assistance and looks forward to the upcoming two
years under his Ieadership.
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1971-1 972 OFFICERS
SEATED
GLENN €ELK-Ma rshall
ED KLI MA-V i ce-P resid ent
RON HAGAN-Presidenf
GREG MARTIN-freasure
RON DVORAK-Secretary
STAND/NG
JIM KOCH-Program Chairman
CHUCK GRAFF-Ag Exec ReP.
JOHN GREER-Historian
ROB RAVENSCROFT-
Co-Historian
A MESSAGE FROM THE
This past year as president of the Block and Bridle club
most rewarding one for me. I have come to know better the
men and women who are members of Block and Bridle. I am
yearbook you will be able to see the fine quality of the work
PRESIDENT
has been a most educational and
fine quality and high caliber of the
sure that as you read through this
our members can do and are doing.
We tried a few new ideas this year such as our new program of initiation designed to give the
new initiates a more meaningful introduction into the club. We also had our fall steak fry, show-
manship contest, ham sales, tour, Quarterhorse and Appaloosa shows, livestock and meats
judging contest, spring picnic, spring steak fry, yearbook and awards banquet.
I would like to wish the new officers and the members good luck and a successful year in 1971
and 1972.
Ron Hagan
1970-1971 President
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
STANDING
Rogerlan Synovec Publicity
Don Cunningham ......... ........ Ham Sales
Jerry Dearmont ......... ......... Ham Sales
John Kastanek ............ Juding Contest
Roger Kubicek SPring Tour
Larry White ..... Showmanship Contest
Richard Chalupa ...... Awards Banquet
SEATED
Doug Brand ............... Annual
Bill O'Hare ........ Steak Fry
Dan Witthuhn .............. Quarter-Horse Show
Keith Stuhmer .............. ........ Quarter-Horse Show
Stuart Cooksley ...... Appaloosa Show

Anderson, Duane-Potter
Barger, Bill-Culbertson
Bartels, Dennis-Western
Bausch, Don-Burchard
Becker, Lee Roy-Chapman
Belohavy, Roger-Crete
Bourn, Phyllis-Lexington
Brand, Doug-Fremont
Brown, Richard-Taylor
Brummels, Bob-Hartington
Chalupa, Rich-Sargent
Cooksley, Stuart-Anselmo
Cool, Jerry-Callaway
Cox, Jim-Cedar Rapids
Cunningham, Don-Broadwater
Davis, Rex-Almeria
Dearmont, Jerry-Rose
Dobrovolny, Francis-Atkinson
Drake, Ralph-Friend
Dvorak, Ron-Wilber
Forbes, Larry-Palmer
Graff, Chuck-Bancroft
Greer, John-Degar
Guill, Randy-Lyona
Hagan, Ron-Oconto
Hansen, Larry-Utica
HeidiYamamoto-
Helms, Kent-Danbury
Hill, Mike-Arapahoe
Hines, Gary-O'Neill
Hoffman. Max-Wilber
Holden, Lynn-Walnut, Calif.
Hopp, Gerald-Talmage
Hoyt, Dennis-Columbus
Jarchow, Steve-DeWitt
Jansen, Tim-Creston
Jessen, Nis-Lexington
Kahl, Dennis-Wakefield
Kasl, Dave-DeWitt
Kastanek, John-Crete
Kleeb, Chuck-Broken Bow
Klima, Ed-Madrid
Knobbe, Paul-West Point
Knutson, Vic-Wilsonville
Koch, Jim-Lincoln
Kracke, Bob-DeWitt
Kreshel, Charles-Wilber
Kubicek, Roger-Wilber
Larson, Larry-Liberty
Lechtenberg, Russ-Butte
Luther, Roger-Orleans
1971 MEMBERSHIP
Martin, Greg-Brady
McConville, John-l ndianola
Meiergerd, Clarence-
West Point
Mueller, Bruce-Columbus
O'Hare, Bill-Kimball
Ramm, Jim-Stuart
Ravenscroft, Bob-Kennedy
Rezac, Steve-Brainard
Richards, Blaine-Geneva
Rickertson, Bruce-Lexington
Robinson, Mike-Elkhorn
Rood, Carl-Wahoo
Roubal, Phil-North Bend
Russel, Gene-Orleans
Sears, Jim-Liscon
Seefeld, Terry-Columbus
Selk, Glenn-Cozad
Stahlacher, Lonny-Burwell
Stauffer, Gary-Page
Stuhmer, Keith-Franklin
Synovec, Rogerlan-DeWitt
Tyser, Dave-Wilber
Weber, Tom-Dorchester
White, Larry-Lexington
Wiles, Kent-Grand lsland
Witthuhn, Dan-Arnold
Zoubek, Gary-Wilber
Witte, Clinton-Scribner
Young, Tom-Filley
Zeller, Kent-Ravenna
1971 INITIATES
Acton, Ted-Liberty
Anderson, Britt-Gothenberg
Andrews, Kim-Cody
Boyer, Bill-Rushville
Brodersen, Dennis-Coleridge
Buell, Larry-Bassett
Buescher, Craig-Lawrence
Butts, Darcy-Clarks
Carpenter, David-Lee's
Summit, Mo.
Christennsen, Mel-Lincoln
Cihacek, Dennis-Morse Bluff
Condreay, Lynn-St. Edward
Crook, John-Lincoln
Damrow. Jim-Diller
Dawes, Dave-Fairbury
Duel, Jim-Norfolk
Diedrickson, John-Scribner
Doll Douglas-Rising City
Ekstein, Francis-Dwight
England, Mike-North Platte
Engstrom, Larry-Kimball
Feller, Jim-Elkhorn
Felt, Jerry-Mason City
Ferguson, J im-Springf ield
Fries, Jerry-Lincoln
G riff ith, John-Stapleton
Hall, Dan-Alliance
Hardessen, John-Lincoln
Hargens, Joel-Hooper
Harms, Bob-Sterling
Henry, Gale-Oconto
Hentzen, Denny-Seward
Hirschler, John-Harbine
Jensen, Rod-Blair
Kassik, Mike-Milligan
Katt, Loren-Hooper
Kitt, Terry-Wauneta
Kozoil, Fred-Fullerton
Kubicek, Gary-Wilber
LaRue, Jim-Ewing
Lee, Janice-Omaha
Magnuson, Dale-Laurel
Messersmith, Tom-Alliance
Mitchell, Gary-Atkinson
Naber, Randy-Seward
Nemec, Jack-Dubois
Nun, Dennis-Ohiowa
Ostrander, Jules-Lincoln
O'Brien, John-Geneva
Peterson, Bob-Taylor
Pfeiffer, Allan-Nebr. City
Ruppert, Ron-McCook
Schlegel, Tim-Culbertson
Sch roeder, Jerry-Lau rel
Schroll, Ron-Ravenna
Sidak, Dale-O'Neill
Sitz. Bill-Burwell
Snide, Jerry-Valley
Stahly, Bill-Milford
Swarts, Dave-Lincoln
Thiltges, Fred-Rulo
Votaw, Chris-Wellfleet
Walz, Mike-Stapleton
Whidden, Francis-St. Edward
Wolfe, Dave-Alma
Wythers, Mark-Geneva
Zv acek, Cl i nton-Pender
Zumbrunn, Allan-Belgrade
Ziegler, Jim-Burwell
BLOCK and BRTDLE
KENT WILES
Grand lsland, Nebraska
Animal Science and Ag Ed
Block and Bridle
Ro!."o. Club-Outstanding worker; ArenaChairman
Junior Livestock Judging Team
DENNIS A. BARTELS
Steinauer, Nebraska
Animal Science and Ag Econ
Block and Bridle
RON HAGAN
Oconto, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle_president; euarterhorseShow Chairman
Committee
Junior and Senior Livestock Teams
Rodeo Club-Trophy
Alpha Zeta
STEVE REZAC
Brainard, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle_J_udging Contest Chair_
Tan ; Banquet Co_Cha-inrian ; Ou"iiurnor."Show Secretary
Junior and Senior Livestock Teams
American Society of Animal Science ScholarPhi Eta Sigma
Gamma Sigma Delta
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SALUTES the SEN IORS
GLENN SELK
Cozad, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle-Publicity Chairman;
Marshall
Livestock and Meats Judging Teams
Ag Advisory Board
Alpha Zeta Publicity Chairman
Farm House Fraternity-Corresponding
Secretary and Public Relations
JAMES KOCH
Lincoln, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle-Ham Sales Committee,(2nd Ham Salesman); Showmanship Con-
test; Publicity & Quarter Horse Comm.;
B & B Rep,, American Soc. of Ani. Sci.
Rodeo Club-Outstanding Worker Award,
1970; Publicity Chairman
Livestock Judging Team
East Union-Program Council & Culture
Comm. Ch.; V. P. 1971 & Dir. of Western
Days
CLARENCE MEIER
West Point, Nebraska
Animal Science
Alpha Gama Sigma-Vice president
UofN 4H Club-President
GERALD HOPP
Talmage, Nebraska
Block and Bridle
YMCA-Gra-Y Program
UofN 4H Club, Outreachers
Circle K, Vice president
Alpha Zeta
Ag Men-Co-Sports Chairman; Treasurer
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EDWARD H. KLIMA
Madrid, Nebraska
Animal Science & Ag. Econ.
Block and Bridle-Vice pres. 1971; Past
Comm. Chairman; Pre-Vet Club; East Union
Recreation Comm.: Newman Club
DONALD E. CUNNINGHAM
Broadwater, Nebraska
Animal Science & Ag. Ed.
Block and Bridle-Ham Sales Chairman
Rodeo Club-Trophy Comm. Chairman; Ag.
Exec. Rep.; Outstanding Worker Award;
Outstanding Committee Chairman Award
Jr. & Sr. Livestock Judging Team
JOHN GREER
Edgar, Nebraska
Animal Science and Ag Ed
Block and Bridle-Co-Historian; Historian
Vice President Burr Hall
Jr. Bar-M Burr Hall
Alpha Tau Alpha-Secretary
Alpha Zeta
Jr. & Sr. Meats Judging Team
KENT ZELLER
Ravenna, Nebraska
Animal Science & Ag. Ed.
Block and Bridle
University 4-H Club
Alpha Tau Alpha
Alpha Gamma Sigma-Pledge Trainer
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RICHARD CHALUPA
Sargent, Nebraska
Animal Science and Ag Ed
Block and Bridle-Banquet Chairman; Appa-
losa Horse Show Comm.
Ag. Executive Board-Senior Holdover
Alpha Tau Alpha-President; Banquet Chair-
man; Conduct of Meetings Chairman; Ag.
Ex. Reo.
Jr. & Senior Livestock Judging Team
ROGER BELOHLAVY
Crete, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle-Ham Sales Comm.; B&B
Scholarship 1970
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Meats Judging Team
College Ag. Academic Planning Comm.
No
Picture
GARY HINES
O'Neill, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle-Americ. Soc. of
Scholar
Gamma Sigma Delta
Alpha Tau Alpha
Jr. & Sr. Livestock Judging Team
No
Picture
JOHN HIRSCHLER
Harbine, Nebraska
Animal Science and Aq Ed.
Block and Bridle
Alpha Tau Alpha
Dairy Judging Team
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Ani. Sci.
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GREGORY L. MARTIN
Brady, Nebraska
Animal Science and Ag Ed
Block and Bridle-Assistant, Appalosa Show,
'70; Treasurer 1970-1971; Attendant, Na-
tional Meet, '70
Ag. Executive Board-Committee Chairman;
Rep. to lnt. Ag Students Con'; President
1 970-1 971
East Union-Vice-pres. & Treas. Prog. Coun-
cil; Vice-pres. U of N Union Board
Jr. & Sr. Livestock Judging Team
Alpha Tau Alpha
Aloha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Farm House
RON DVORAK
Wilber, Nebraska
Ag Honors-Animal Science
Block and Bridle-Co-Chairman of 1969 Ham
Sales; Secretary; Americ' Soc' of Ani' Sci'
Scholar
Meats Judging Team
Jr. Bar-M-Vice Pres'; SecretarY
Ag AdvisorY Board
Ag Executive Board
Phi Eta Sigma
Aloha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
No
Picture
JACK NEMEC
Du Bois, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle-Livestock Comm'
Jr. & Sr. Livestock Judging Team
Alpha Tau AlPha
AIpha Gamma Sigma
TERRY SEEFELD
Columbus, Nebraska
Animal Science and
Block and Bridle
Rodeo Club-Ticket
Agronomy
Chairman for Rodeo
No
Picture
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APRIL
MAY
AT]G
SEPT
OCT
I{OV
DEC
JAI,{
FEB
MAR
APRII,
B&B DATELINE
QUARTERHORSE AND APPALOOSA SHOW
Election of Officers
LIVESTOCK AND MEATS JUDGING CONTESTS
SPRING STEAK FRY
BLOCK AND BRIDLE HONORS BANQUET
SPRING PICNIC
SUMMERBREAK
Three B and B Members Attend National Animal science Meetings
BLOCK AND BRIDLE AWARDS STATE FAIR TROPHIES
FALL STEAK FRY, CALVIN KRUSKA, SPEAKER
LITTLE AK.SAR-BEN
Regular Meeting
INITIATION
HAM SALES BEGIN
FIVE QUEEN CANDIDATES CHOSEN
Regular Meeting, Speaker: Senator Willard Waldo
Regular Meeting, Speaker: Dr. Del Dearborn
Regular Meeting, Speaker: Loern Shultz
Regular Meeting, Speaker: Archie White
Regular Meeting, Speaker: John Grieg
Regular Meeting, Speaker: Grady polk
MISS SUE VIERREGGER CROWNED BLOCK AND BRIDLE QUEEN
Regular Meeting, Speaker: Jim Baldrioge
SPRING TOUR
QUARTERHORSE SHOW
The 1970 Block and Bridle euarter Horse show was held April 16 and
17 at the Nebraska State Fair coliseum, Keith Stuhmer was chairman of
the show.
Professor J. J. Kiser of Ames, lowa was the judge of the 215 entries.
For his champion, he chose the following:
GRAND CHAMPION MARE
"Jack'n June"
Owner: Howard Pitzer
Erickson, Nebraska
RESERVE CHAMPION MARE
"Miss Jim 45"
Owner: Frank Merrill
Fremont, Michigan
RESERVE CHAMPION STALLION
"Blue Siermon"
Owner: Frank Merrill
Fremont, Michigan
GRAND CHAMPION STALLION
"Three Pokes"
Owner: Western Trails Ranch
Omaha, Nebraska
Butler and Ruback of omaha showed the Grand champion Gelding,
"string of Gold." "Mr. Barney Bars," owned by Rita Debman, omaha, was
Reserve Champion Geldinq.
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SPONSOR OF THE
CHAMPIONSHIP OPEN
CUTTING CONTEST
Barths Drug and Hardware
(Show Supplies)
145 South 9th
Lincoln Army & Western
Wear Store
202 South 11th
Holiday Inn
5250 Cornhusker Highway
Dayton and Virgil Layman
(Auctioneers)
2220 North 27th
Citizens State Bank
2500 North 48th
National Bank of Commerce
13th & O Street
The Commonwealth Co.
126 North 11th
First National Bank
1201 N Street
Nebraska Livestock Sales
Burlington Stockyards
Belmont Western Wear
11th & Cornhusker Hwy.
City National Bank
14th & N
Marvin Copple
1200 Manchester
RIBBON DONATORS
Mares-Howard Pitizer
Quarter Horse Breeder
Ericson, Nebr.
G e I d i n g s-Li nda Deb rown
Page Trophy Shop
Lincoln, Nebr.
Sfa//ions-Dave Martin
Quarter Horse Breeder
Denton, Nebr.
Pertormance C/asses
Janice Scott
Secretary QHAN
North Platte, Nebr.
Jack Voss
Grand lsland, Western
Shop
Grand lsland, Nebr.
Cutting C/asses
Dr. Jack Swope
President CHAN
Lincoln, Nebr.
Prof. R. B. Warren
University of Nebraska
Lincoln. Nebr.
A contestant at B and B horse show goes after his "doggie."
Mr. Howard Pitzer of Erickson admires the trophy saddle to be
awarded to the top performance horse at the 1971 Block and
Bridle Quarterhorse Show. The donor, Mr. Marv Copple, is
also pictured.
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LIVESTOCK J U DG ING CONTEST
The Block and Bridle Livestock Judging
Contest was held at the Horsebarn on Sat-
urday, May 2,1970. A total of twelve classes
were placed by the 18 entries in the senior
division and 8 classes by the 135 junior
judges. Chairman of the committee was Jim
Ramm of Stuart. Jim and his group leaders
guided the 153 participants through the mar-
ket and breeding classes in the morning and
reasons were given in the afternoon at Mar-
vel Baker Hall.
Ribbons were presented by Block and
Bridle Club at the Spring Steak Fry, held the
following Sunday.
The top five overall individuals in the junior
contest ranked as follows: First, Charles
Kreshel of Wilbur; Second, Roger Kubicek
from Crete; Third, Larry Buell of Basset;
Fourth, Bill Dicke from Wauneta; Fifth, Ron
Dvorak of Lincoln.
In the team competition, the Burr Hall
Team of Charles Kreshel, Dave Kasl, Roger
Kubicek and Gary Stauffer took first place.
Second place went to the team entry of
Rodeo Club.
Glenn Selk of Cozad headed up the senior
division judges and was followed by Gary
Hines of O'Neill, Steve Jarchow from DeWitt,
Dick Rowe of Cozad and Jack Nemec of
Dubois.
Group leader Jim Wise asks quesfions about previous
c/ass af the 1970 Block and Bridle judging contest.
Sfudents handle a c/ass of Correidale Rams before
marking their cards.
The first place team at the 1970 contest, represent-
ing Burr Hall, were Roger Kubicek, Charles Kreshel,
Gary Stauffer, and Dave Kasl.
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MEAT JUDGING CONTEST
The 1970 Block and Bridle Junior and
Senior Meats Contest was held April 11, at
the Loeffel Meat Lab. A total of 33 students
took part in the contest which had Beef, Pork
and Lamb judging in addition to Beef and
Lamb grading.
In the junior division, first place went to
Ron Johnson of Loomis with 880 out of 1000
possible points. Second through fifth placings
were awarded to Steve Rezac, Greg Martin,
Don Cunningham and Steve Jarchow.
Top senior judges were Glenn Selk and
Dave Tyser, respectively. Third through fifth
went to Del Puls, John Greer and Ron
Dvorak.
Committee Chairman, Dave Tyser and his
staff were aided in the contest by instruc-
tors Dr. Adams and Jim Wise' Awards were
oresented to contestants at the Spring Steak
Fry on May 3.
SPRING STEAK FRY
The top five senior iudges in the meats iudging con-
fesf.
Approximately 200 people were present at
the Spring Steak Fry held on May 3, 1970. For
the first time they year, ribbons were awarded
to the winners in the Meats and Livestock
Judging Contests at the steak frY.
Chairman Bill O'Hare with the help of Dr'
Mandigo prepared the meal of smoked pork
chops, cole slaw, "Dr' Mandigo's Spicey
Baked Beans," pop and ice cream. The an-
nual feed leek place on the lawn of the Bio-
Chem Building.
Junior Advisor Mandigo doing his thing at the Block
and Bridle SPring Steak FrY.
$
w
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BLOCK &
BRIDLE
SPRING
PICNIC
In April of 1970, Nebraska Chapter
of Block and Bridle introduced a club
decal, which could be placed on car,
truck, or building windows. The in-
signia, in brilliant colors of blue, yel-
low and white was designed by club
member, Jim Koch, and was repre-
sentative of our symbol. The decal,
which heloed to further awareness of
our animal science organization could
be purchased tor 25e.
The Block and Bridle annual Spring Picnic was
held May 14, 1971 at Pioneer Park. A large crowd
was on hand as club members played the faculty
in a hotly contested game of softball, following the
meal. Due to outstanding performances by "Lefty
Warren," "Outfield Ace Ward" and other faculty
rookies, the determined B & B members suffered
an agonizing but hilarious defeat. Other games in-
cluded frisby toss and hundred yard dash.
Chef, alias Dr. Mandigo, prepared a tantalizing
feast of barbequed steaks and all the trimmings.
BLOCK
EW
&BRIDLE
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JANIKElgTOB&BHONOREE
Dean and Mrs. Janike with Dr. Baker and Larry Kubicek stand with the portrait of Dean Janike,
which witt hang in the Marvel Baker Hall, "Hall of Fame," along with other Block and Bridle Hon'
orees.
EDWARD WILLIAM JANIKE
The 1970 Block and Bridle honoree is Mr. Ed Janike, Dean of Extension at the University of Nebraska.
Dean Janike is a native Nebraskan, from Rising City, where he was active in 4-H Club work. He attended
the University of Nebraska, from which he received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Animal Science
in 1930.
Upon graduation, Mr. Janike returned to farming for a year. In 1931, he accepted the position as
Asst. State Extension Agent in Animal Husbandry. Since that time, numerous positions have been held
by Dean Janike, some of which are: District Agent of Agricultural Conservation, Secretary of the Omaha
Livestock Exchange, State 4-H Leader and Director of Agricultural Extension. He received his present
position as Dean of Extension in July, 1963.
Dean Janike and his wife live in Lincoln, where he is active on several regional and national com-
mittees.
Block and Bridle Club is proud to salute Dean Edward Janike as the 1970 Honoree, for his great con-
tributions to Agriculture in Nebraska.
Z::'., .{
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BLOCK and B RID LE
The Block and Bridle Club successfully
concluded 1970's activities with the Block
and Bridle Honors Banquet. The Banquet was
held at the Nebraska Union on May 7, in
honor of Mr. Edward Janike, an outstanding
contributor to the agricultural industry in the
state of Nebraska.
Attending the banquet were businessmen,
professors, students, agricultural leaders and
friends of the Block and Bridle Club. The
Union served 265 meals.
Dean Janike
Awards were furnished by the following Block and Bridle backers who, with their support, make
Block and Bridle the strong organization it is:
Animal Science Staff
Cly Winkler, Alliance
Knights of AK-SAR-BEN
National Block and Bridle Club
Nebraska Livestock Breeders and Feeders
Assn.
Consolidated Feeds (Nixon and Co.), Omaha
Twin A Cutlery Co., Abilene, Kansas
Mr. Lloyd Geweke, Ord, Nebraska, and
friends of the Don Geweke Memorial
American Stores, Lincoln
Banouet Chairman Bob Swanson, his committee, and all involved made the banquet an enjoyable suc-
CESS.
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HONORS BANQUET
Mr. Willard Waldo, sfafe Senator and past hon-
oree, presents Lyle Peterson with senior scholar-
ship award.
Rex Addis of Union Stockyards Co. gives
Johnson of Loomis a plaque recognizing his
placing in the junior meats judging contest.
Glenn Selk received dual honors in winning both
the senior livestock and meats judging contests.
Roger Belohavy receives a check
Larry Kubicek tor recognition
scholarship.
from President
as high junior
Ron
top
Charles Kreshel out iudged all competitors to re-
ceive first place money in the iunior livestockjudging contesf.
Senior Advisor Vipperman presents trophy to Bob
Swanson tor being the Senior Workhorse Award
winner.
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and PRESENTS
Rick Rosenquist, 13, of Ceresco proudly accepts the trophies for Championship of the Open
Class Junior Division Sheep Carcass Contest at 1970 State Fair. Sheep Show superintendent,
John Eberspacher (left) and Ron Hagan, president of B & B present Rick with the B & B trophy.
A Trophy, donated by the Block and Bridle went to Dewey Carr of Elgin for his championship
sheep carcass in the Second Open C/ass Sheep Carcass at the State Fair. Dewey is being con-
gratulated by the Sheep Show superintendent John Ebserspacher and Ron Hagan, president ol
Block and Bridle Club at the University.
&,,
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STATE FAIR TROPH IES
Kristy Anderson of Lexington receives the B & B trophy for the Champion Carcass in the 1970
Nebraska State Fair 4-H Beef Carcass Confesf. The Trophy is being presented by Dr. Frank
Baker, Chairman of the Animal Science Dept. and Ed Klima, vice-president of B & B.
''" ,,*:.,'
Paul Retzlaff displays the Block and Bridle trophy, given to the Waverly FFA Chapter for being
the Outstanding FFA Chapter at the 1970 Nebraska State Fair.
lr
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FALL STEAK FRY
The fall steak fry was held october 1, 1g7o on the lawn of the Bio-
chemistry and Nutrition Auditorium. purpose of the fall steak fry is to
introduce University freshmen to the Animal science Department and
Block and Bridle club. The event was well attended by club members, de-
partment faculty, and the potential members.
After the bar-be-que, the entire group listened to an address by calvin
Kruska, who spoke on beef promotion.
INITIATION TAKES ON NEW LOOK
This year Block and Bridle initiated a total of 66 new members. First
semester initiates were treated to a "friendly" evening in the Horse Barn,
and the usual egg breaking, tobacco chewing fun and games were the
sights of the night. second semester initiates were the product of a new
initiation system which took on the form of a pledge system. The new
"pledgeship" program consisted of becoming actively involved in a spring
B and B event, (like the Horseshow), attending all meetings and activities,
and getting paddles signed by faculty and officers. The new system is still
being evaluated and final results remain to be seen.
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ANIMAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT COMPLEX
The University's Animal Science deparr-
ment centers around Marvel Baker Hall. The
building furnishes complete facilities for nu-
trition, animal breeding, and physiology re-
search, making it possible to coordinate field
station research with campus research to bet-
ter serve the people of our state.
The new facilities, which were completed
in 1968, include 12,000 sq. feet of chemical
and physiological laboratory space, 25,000
square feet for the live animal research and
another 17,000 sq. feet of office and class-
room space.
The academic community ot animal agri-
culture in Marvel Baker stimulates self-im-
provement and development of the scientist-
teacher on the staff. Nebraska youth who
study animal science profit through the ex-
cellence of the educational opportunities
available to them. The department provides a
variety of classroom activities for its under-
graduates. Students works in the analytical
labs, the meat laboratory and in the animal
units.
MBH permits total integration of the staff
with Loeffel Meat Lab,, where intensive re-
search projects and preliminary trials co-
ordinate at the center of the state's livestock
research program. Loeffel Meat Lab engages
primarily in carcass evaluation, meat re-
search, teaching, and extension.
The third building in the complex, is the
Judging Pavillion. Often called the Horse
Barn, the building provides classroom space,
animal stalls, and a large arena. The build-
ing is used for live animal evaluation and for
judging contests.
Graduate student extracts rumen
lated Steer in MBH Laboratorv.
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Marvel Baker Hall
-.t-u
Loeffel Meat Laboratorv
BTOCK AND BRIDIE tITTtE
The Block and Bridle Shownmanship Contest known as "Little Ak-Sar-Ben" was held the evening of
October 23,1970 at the East Campus Horse Barn. This year the contest was held in conjunction with the
First Annual Animal Science Alumni Banquet. This caused a good number of the department's alumni to
attend "Little Ak-Sar-Ben" and a good crowd was present for the entire show.
Larry White was Chairman of the contest. Chairman of ribbons and trophies was Dick Brown. Bill
O'Hare was chairman of bleachers and seating arrangements, Glenn Selk was the announcer for the
contest. Assisting the judges as ringman was Jerry Dearmont.
Official judges for this year's contest were: Dennis Wade, Elwood, beef; Delmer Gerdes, Wymore,
swine; Mark Mather, Mead, sheep; Cyril Bish, Lincoln, dairy.
There were five showmanship classes: two of beef, one of swine, one of sheep and one of dairy.
There were five ribbon placings available for each class and a Grand and Reserve trophy for the two
overall winners. Thirty University of Nebraska students took place in the contest. There were sixteen
entries in beef, eight entries in swine, three entries in sheep and three entries in dairy. The top two show-
men of each species were as follows:
AK.SAR.BEN
Beet:
1. Mike Hartman
2. Chuck Graff
Swine:
1. Randy Nabers
2. Max Hoffman
Sheep:
1. Gary Kubicek
2. Dave Dawes
Dairy:
1. Jerry Snide
2. Lynette 'fenhulzen
The four judges worked in a cooperative effort to pick the Grand and Reserve Champion showmen
as each species winner showed each class of livestock to the respective species judge. After the top
sheep showman won the Grand Champion Showmanship Award, the second place showman was called
ulpon to show each species in a bid for the Reserve Champion Showman. The Grand Champion show-
man was Gary Kubicek, a freshman from Crete. The Reserve Champion showman was Randy Nabers, a
sophomore from Seward.
Peg Plank, the 1970 Block and Bridle Queen, was on hand to pass out the ribbons and trophies.
Two handsome trophies,
presented by Block and
Bridle, await the winners.
Grand Champion Showman, freshman Gary Kubi-
cek, receives trophy trom 1970 Queen, Peg Plank.
Also present are Animal Science Department
Chairman, Dr. Frank Baker with Judges Delmer
Gerdes, Dennis Wade, Mark Mather and Cyril Bish.
Beef iudge Dennis Wade with Champion Beef
Showman, Mike Hartman, Wood River.
Professors, Alumni, parents and friends of com-
petitors made up the large crowd in attendance at
the "1970 Little Ak-Sar-Ben."
Judge Cyril Bish selected Jerry Snide of Valley as
his Champion Dairy Showman.
Beef Exhibitor putting on final touches before en-
tering the show arena.
Queen Peg Plank presents
Grand Champion Showman,
trophy to Reserve
Randy Naber.
*x
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197O HAM 5ALE5 A SUCCESS
The 1970 Ham Sales were guided by Jerry Dearmont and Don Cunningham. This year, as in the past,
the Hormel Cure 81 hams were sold by club members and the five queen candidates. Sales began rn
November, and when they were over with in January, a total of 23,000 pounds sold for 927,000, netting
the club a profit of $3,700.00.
The ham sales, being the club's only fund raising project, provide funds for scholarships and the
Spring Tour. This year the three top salesmen were Francis Dobrovolny, Jim Koch, and Larry White,
who were awarded cash prizes for their efforts.
3'\\,
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Jim Koch, Program Chairman, and President Ron Hagan
Sa/es by presenting A Block and Bridle Hormel Cure gl
Chancellor.
promote the 1970-71 Block and Bridte Ham
ham to D. V. Varner, Llniversity of Nebraska
Block and Bridle queen can-
didates tor 1971 were Marilyn
Shipley, Jan Hagan, Ann Paul-
son, Teri Bedient, and Sue
Vierregger.
I
I
B&BQUEENCONTEST
Crowned 1971 University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Queen was Miss Susan Vierregger, the 20
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Vierregger of Springfield. A sophomore, majoring in Home
Economics, Sue is affiliated with AHEA, Home Economics Education Association, University 4-H, All
University Fund and Burr Hall committees. During her 10 years as a 4-H member, Miss Vierregger was
active in several livestock projects. As B and B queen, she received a trophy, a dozen roses, a gold
watch, and a free trip on the Block and Bridle Spring Tour.
The crowning ceremony was February 11,1971 at 7:30 p.m. at the Bio-chemistry and Nutrition Build-
ing on East Campus. After announcing the winners and a short program, the finalists were taken out to
dinner by official escorts, representing Block and Bridle Cluo.
Voting for the Block and Bridle Queen is based on the ham sales credited to each finalist by the club
members and candidates. This year's total sales amounted to $27,450 with a net income of $3,700 for
Block and Bridle. Proceeds from the ham sales finance the club's activities for the coming year.
First runner-up was also a Burr Hall representative, Miss Janet Hagan, from Oconto. She is a soph-
omore, majoring in Home Economics Education.
Miss Ann Paulson, a Gamma Phi Beta, was second runner-up. A sophomore from Valley, Miss paul-
sons major is Home Economics.
Representing Kappa Delta, Miss Marilyn Shipley was third runner-up. A junior from Valentine, Miss
Shipley's major is speech therapy.
A social welfare major, Miss Teri Bedient, a Sigma Kappa, was fourth runnerup. She is a sophomore
from Bradshaw.
Peg Plank presenfs trophy to
Sue Vierregger, 1971 Mi ss
Block and Bridle.
SUE
VIERREGGER
197',|
BLOCK and
BRIDLE AUEEN
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1970.7 1 PROGRAM REVUE
OCTOBER 1st, FALL STEAK FRY
Calvin Kruska was guest speaker, talking to members and guests about
beef promotion.
NOVEMBER sth
Dr. Del Dearborn, former U. of N. Beef Extension specialist and now
associated with International Beef Breeders of Denver, Colorado
spoke to the club about beef cattle production in the 1980's.
DECEMBER 17th
Loren Schultz, U. of N. Agronomy graduate, spoke to club members
about the Peace Corps program in Columbia and had a slide pre-
sentation of the country and the agricultural industry.
JANUARY 7th
Archie White of Hormel and Company, Fremont, spoke on merchandis-
ing of Hormel Hams. He also dealt with the future of meat pro-
cessing and soybean substitutes for beef.
FEBRUARY 4th
John Grieg, a prominent cattle feeder from Esterville, in northern lowa
gave an impressive slide presentation and talked of his beef oper-
ation, illustrating innovative ideas, and the practical and impractical
aspects that arise in many beef feeding operations.
FEBRUARY 1gth
Grady Polk, representative of Farmland Industries spoke to the B & B
club about Agricultural Business and operating procedures at Farm-
land Industries.
MARCH 25th
Jim Baldridge, National Livestock Brokers Inc., North Platte, was the
guest speaker. He talked about exotic cattle breeds, illustrating the
needs and trends of the beef cattle industry in the future. He pre-
sented slides of the Limousin cattle in France.
Jim Koch was the program chairman of B & B, 1970-71.
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B&BSPRINGTOUR
25 club members and sponsors departed from Marvel Baker Hall on April 14, 1971 tor the annual
Block and Bridle tour. Each year the tour stimulates a closer faculty-student relationship while having
the chance to visit outstanding livestock operations, research facilities and neighboring universities in the
Midwest. 11 stops made our busy, interesting and funfilled schedule complete.
Merrill annd Dave Nickols sfress production test-
ing at their Reg. Angus operation in Anita, lowa
where they showed us their 1875 lb. featured herd
sire.
Gordon Shay, horsetrainer for Gainey Arabs at
Owatonna, proudly display a valuable Arab and
explains their goal to produce the ideal horse.
It really wasn't that deep, but B & B members put
on plastic oyershoes as they entered the Farmers
Hybrid Swine Operation at Hampton, lowa.
Queen Sue Vierregger and B & B tour chairman
Roger Kubicek discuss the night before, while
touring Nutrena in Minneapolis.
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TOUR ITINERARY
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14
4:30- 7:00 a,m.
7:00- 8:00
8:00- 9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-1 1 :30
1 1 :30-12:00
12:00- 1:00 p.m.
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 3:00
3:00- 5:30
Lincoln to Anita, lowa
Breakfast
Nichols-Angus
Anita to Grand Junction
Clause Brothers Confinement Beef Feeding
Grand Junction to Ames
Lunch
Ames to Ankeny
l.S.U. Livestock Center at Ankeny
Ankeny to Waterloo-Overnight stop
THURSDAY, APRIL 15
6:30- 7:30 a.m.
7:30- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00- 1:00 p.m.
1 :00- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 3:30
3:30- 4:00
4:00- 5:00
5:00- 6:30
FRIDAY, APRIL 16
Breakfast
Waterloo-Hampton
Farmers Hybrid (Swine)
Hampton, lowa-Austin, Minnesota
Lunch
Geo. A. Hormel Research & Development Labs.
Austin to Dodge Center
Trapp-Dairy Steer Feeding
Dodge Center-Owatonna
Gainey Arabian Farms
Owatonna to St. Paul (Overnight)
7:00- 8:00 a.m.
8:00- 8:30
8:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00 p.m.
1:00- 4:00
4:00- 7:00
SATURDAY, APRIL 17
Breakfast
Drive to Stop #8
Stop #8-Nutrena Research Farms
Lunch
Stop #9-University of Minnesota
St. Paul to Pipestone (Dinner & Overnight Stop)
7:00- 8:00 a,m.
8:00- 9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:Q0- 1:00 p.m.
1:00- B:00
Breakfast
Pipestone Sheep & Wool Operation
Pipestone, Minnesota-Brookings, South Dakota
S.D.S.U.-Animal Science Department
Lunch
Brookings, S,D.-Lincol n
UNIVERSITY Of NEBRASKA MEATS TEAMS
1970 SENIOR MEATS TEAM
Seated: Roger Belohavy, Witber; Kay Richardson, Ainsworth; Jeanette Dillon, Waverly; and Chuck Graff ,
Bancroft. Standing: Jim Wise, Coach; John Kastanek, Wilber; Lynn Se//ers, Maywood; John Greer, Ass't'
Coach; Dave Tyser, Ass't. Coach; Bob Moser, Coach'
1970 JUNIOR MEATS TEAM
Seafed: Mike Robinson, Etkhorn; Lynn Holden, Walnut, California; and Dean Batie, Lexington. Standing:
Coach Jim Wise, Vice Knutson, Wilsonville,; Doug Brand, Fremont; and Phil Roubal, North Bend.
U.N. MEATS TEAMS' RECORDS
SENIOR TEAM
AMERICAN ROYAL
TEAM-1oth/17
Beef Grading-7th
Lamb Judging-6th
Pork Judging-8th
CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL
TEAM-8th/22
Beef Judging-3rd
Lamb Judging-9th
INDIVIDUALS
Roger Belohavy-4th
Chuck Graff
Kay Richardson
Lynn Sellers
INDIVIDUALS
Chuck Graff-2nd (tie, tamb jdg.)
Roger Belohavy
Kay Richardson
Lynn Sellers
Jeanette Dillon
JUNIOR TEAM
SOUT HW EST ERN-Fort Worth, fexas
TEAM-4th/12
Beet Judging-Sth
Beef Grading-3rd
Pork Judging-Sth & 6th tie
Lamb Judging-8th & 9th tie
INDIVIDUALS
Phil Roubal-sth, Pork Jdg., 14th
overall
Dean Batie-2nd, Beef Grad., 16th
overall
Mike Robinson, 17th overall
Vic Knutson. 13th overall
Phyl Bourn
Lynn Holden
Doug Brand
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NEBRASKA LIVESTOCK TEAMS
SEN/OR TEAM
Dr. Frank Baker, Coach Ted Doane, Glenn Setk, Richard Chalupa, Steve Jarchow, Ron Hagan, Bill Sitz,
Jim Koch, Jack Nemec, Don Cunningham, Craig Phelps, Steve Rezac, Greg Martin, Gary Hines, Keith
Stuhmer, Dave Swartz, and Coach Warren.
ni w
*WH
Standing: Jim Teichart, Leonard Adam, Ken Stevens, Bruce Rickertsen, Greg Phifer, Bob Kracke, Eldon
Lux, Larry White, and Coach R. B. Warren. Seafed: Roger Kubicek, Chuck Graff, Jim Ferguson, Alan
Atkin, Lynn Sellers, Dan Witthuhn, and Jerry Fudge.
JUNIOR TEAM
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LIVESTOCK TEAM RECORD
SENIOR TEAM
NATIONAL BARROW SHOW
TEAM-1st/12
INDIVIDUALS
Steve Jarchow-Sth
Ron Hagan-6th
Steve Rezac-14th
AMERICAN ROYAL
TEAM-4th/12
INDIVIDUALS
Greg Martin-1 1th overall
2nd, Sheep
4th, Swine
6th, Quarterhorses
Steve Jarchow
1st olace tie in swine
Glenn Selk
2nd in overall reasons
3rd, Swine
Gary Hines
7th overall reasons
WOOL TEAM
#RD 7 teams
Ron Hagan first in commercial
Dave Swartz in reasons
CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL
TEAM-8th/32 teams
Beef-Sth
Sheep-l 1th
Swine-20th
INDIVIDUALS
Glenn Selk-14th overall
9th-Sheep
Steve Jarch ow-21 overall
1Oth-Beef
Ron Hagan-47th overall
division
JUNIOR TEAM
NATIONAL WESTERN
TEAM-4th/17
Beef-4th
Hogs-9th
Sheep-4th
Quarterhorses-8th
INDIVIDUALS
Larry White-16th tie
Greg Phifer-16th tie
Roger Kubicek-26th
Jim Ferguson
Bob Kracke
WOOL TEAM-6th/9
Alan Atkins
Jerry Fudge
Jim Ziegler
Lynn Sellers
cARLOAD-71h/16
Larry White-Sth
Jim Ferguson-9th
SO I.JT HW ESf CONTEST-Ff. W orth
TEAM-gth/16
Sheep-2nd
Hogs-14th
Beef-9th
Horses-3rd
INDIVIDUALS
Ken Stevens-Sth
Dan Witthun
Chuck Graff
Jim Teichert
Eldon Lux
Bruce Rickertsen
Leonard Adam
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I197 O-1971 DAIRY JUDGING TEAM
L. to R.: Coach Phil Cole, Steve Homan, Clyde Ahlschuede, Robert Glasemann, and Larry Robin-
son.
INTERNATIONAL COLLEGIATE
TEAM
6th-All breeds
Sth-Brown Swiss
6th-Holsteins
6th-Guernseys
7th-Ayrshires
7th-Jerseys
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
TEAM
10th-All Breeds
6th-Holsteins
CONTEST_MADISON, WISCONSIN
INDIVIDUALS
'1st in Holsteins
Clyde Ahlschwede
6th in Jerseys
Larry Robinson
CONTEST_COLUMBUS, OHIO
7th-Jerseys
9th-Ayrshires
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JOHN VOLK & SONS
John, Meridith, Van
SPF Hampshires, Yorkshires
BATTLE CREEK, NEBRASKA
402-675-5487
& Tim
and Durocs
687'.45
Test Stalion Information
Weight, Probe and Cut-out Data
Inventory' 1000 Head
Top Quality Breeding Stock For Sc/e
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-NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION
An Organizatron Dedicated 'Io The Promotion And
Improvement of ANGUS CATTLE In Nebraska
o Annual Directory
Angus promotion
o Newsl etter
. Strong, active membership
Annual Nebraska Angus Events ll Here Are The Reasons CattlemenGet Extra Profits With Angus
Feb.-Nebraska Angus Futurity Show & Sale, ll
Fonner Park, Grand Island, Neb. ll Require No Dehorning
Junior steer show II 
tardy' superior Rustlers
Junior Futurity Show ll Disease Resistant
Less Calving Trouble
Apr.-"Open to the World" Angus Bull Sale, ll
Atkinson, Neb' ll Excellent Mothersll uest For crossbreeding
Oct.-Angus Calf Sale ll Command Premium Prices
Nov.-Fall Bull sale ll tuperior carcasses
Valentine. Neb. ll Modern Beef Type
IT PAYS TO KNOW lAORE ABOUT ANGUS
Put an ANGUS in your Future
NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION, INC.
For Information: Percy
Madison,
H. Upton, Secretary-Treasurer
Nebraska 68748
o Field Days o Strong Junior o Recog nitions
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McADOO M2721
PROVEN PERFORMANCE CHAROLAIS
_ BACKED BY 
-
11 Years of Performance Records
5 Years of Carcass Records
At the 1970 Ogollolo Bull Test we hqd the top goining bull on test qnd the highest overqge goining con-
signment of bulls on test.
MAIN HERD BULLS
McADOO M2721
owned with:
KA CEE SILYERTOP 6TH MIO448 BY MGM
ALEX M4II5O BY MR. AL S 76.347
O. V. Teel, McCook
ROMERO
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME MEMBER: AICA, ANCA, SCA, NCCA, NSGA & NBCIA
FOR DETAILS: ROGER P. FRENCH
FRENCH
CHAROLAIS RANCH
Mullen, Nebraska 69152
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by MIGUEL ACOSTA
Gene French. Broken Bow
Midwest Breeders. Showono
McM McAYERY MI0023 by MIGUEL ACOSTA
owned with: Mervin Zysset, Fornom
rreffirn
%ar*'* r.^"*
NUN FARMS
Registered:
DUROC
YORKSHIRE
POLAND CHINA
Quality Tested Breeding Stock
Nebraska Certified Seed
Ph. 295-2267
RURAL ROUTE I
OHIOWA, NEBNASKA 68416
SPENCE ANGUS FARMS
REGISTERED ANGUS CATTTE
ROBIN A. & PAULENE E. SPENCE, OWNERS
Beotrice. Nebrosko
Route I
Phone 223-5162
HERD SIRES
EMULOUS 6137-sire of 5, 4 lb. ADG bulls
on 
,l40 doys officiol test ot Holdenville ond Ring-
ling, Oklohomo tests.
Sired top selling bull in l97O Ringling tests
for $4600
Sired top selling bull in 1971 Laflin Brothers
sole.
JUNIOR HERD SIRE
EMULOUS HDS9-son of Emulous 6137 & hod
on officiol 4 lb. ADG ot Holdenville, 1969.
FOUR WINDS FARM
REGISTERED ANGUS CAfiTE
TIM & JUDY STIEFEL
Denton. Nebrosko
795-3652
HERD SIRES:
T Bor Eileenmere 247A.A.
Four Winds Eileenmere 912, 1970 Supreme
Chompion, Nebrosko Angus Futurity
GLEN HOUSER
POTLED HEREFORDS
WAVERIY, NEBRASKA
FEATURING:
TWO IMPORTED BUttS FROM CANADA
VIS/IORS W ELCOI'AL
PH0NE 786-5579
DIRECTIONS: /2 mile west of Woverly, I mile
south.
VISIIORS W ELCO^AE
ROBINSON FARMS
Notionol & Nebrosko Accredited SPF
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRES
Top Quolity Stock For Sole The Yeor Round
,,TESTING AND CUTOUT DATA"
,,MULTIPLE BLOODLINES"
RANDOLPH, NEBRASKA
Phone 58-Rl
HINDLEY'S
Purebred Chesfer White
Officiql SCAN-O-GRAM Tesred
By Three Tested Sires
BOARS qnd GILTS For Sqle Ar All Times
PHONE 456-7448
HERMAN, NEBRASKA
One of Polled Shorthorn's oldest and best herds . . . .
Now Features: GG Highland Lad X
Four Dees Dynasty X
with 80 breedy, lrig, high quality cows
Visitors Always Welcome
Farm located 2 miles west and I mile north of
Saronville, or 6 miles west and /2 rnile north of
Sutton City Park, or 6 miles south, I mile east and
Vz 
'Jorth of Interstate 80 & Nebraska No. 14.
CLEO HULTINE
Saronville, Nebr. 68975
Tel.: Sutton 773-5124
AUCTIONEERS
SELLING PUREBRED sWINE,
4-H CLUB CALF 5ALE5 AND
PUREBRED CATTLE
HORSE AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE
TIVESTOCK AUCTION
MANAGEMENT
COMPTETE
SATES
Wm. Rut
Crete, Nebr.
826-8217
Grubough Bros.
Dovid City, Nebr.
Office 367-3324
Res. 367-3325
GRAY GABLES
TICKING ANGUS RANCH
Feoturing performonce proven EMULOUS
SIRES by officiol tests, the world's fostest goin-
ing Angus cqttle. World record of 4.74 lbs.
goin on 140 doy off iciol test held by on EMU-
LOUS bull.
CI.YDE AND CHARTES TICKING
SENECA, NEBRASKA 59161
Ph. 308-539-3232
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1919 BEEF_MILI<-POLLED 1971
FIAI.IMONT SHORTFIORNS
PAR DEFENDER X 28754II
at eleven years old with a 3 year old son and grandson
Our summer yearlin^g st-eer at th-e 1967 fnternational Quality Beef Contest weighed 1230 with an 821 pound A-2f{ot Carcass'...at Ogallala, Nebraska Bull Test our 5 buli calves weighed fOtO at average age of i yeat, 17
{uyt ... . . These modern shorthorns are double registered in the Ameriian Milking Shorthbrn fterd nook. . ..Sales into 13 states in 1970.
MR. & MRS. FRANK I. HAUMONTR.R.2
BROKEN BOW 308-872.2617 NEBRASKA
FURBY QUARTER HORSES
HORSES BRED FOR WORK AND
WITH RUNNING BLOODLINES
KING ROPER (Sorrel) P.73,510
Son of Roper Boy-Sire of AGHA Chomps
BERT STAR BANDIT (Boy) 548,624
Son of My Stor Bondit, AQHA Chomp
FURBY POLLED
HEREFORDS
HERD BULLS
ANXIETY TRAILBLAZER XI3245658
FPH BANNER ANXIETY 35 XI4804898
MELVIN FURBY
R.R. 3
ALBION, NEBRASKA 58520
ALBERT KASSIK, JR.
LEONARD KASSIK
CUSTOM FEED GRINDING,
MIXING AND PETIETING
KASSIK FORMULA FEEDS
MANUFACTURING
KASSIKS SUNCURED ALFALFA MEALS
MILIIGAN, NEBRASKA 68504
PHONE 629-2335
Polled Herefords
HERD SIRES
CPH Woodrow I B
CMF Domste Woodrow 52
APH Woodrow 2
HCJ Beou Mod. Lomp 3
COW HERD
100 cows of Lomplighter, Triple Reol, Domestic Michief
ond Bonner Domino. All pedigrees cleon.
Alexander Brothers
JIM JOE WALLY BILL
LYONS, NEBRASKA 68038
PHONE 687-2578
VISIIORS W ELCOIAE
Form locoted 3 mi. West, I mi. North, ond r/a mi. Eost of Lyons
OUR CHOICE HERD HEADED BY
FOUR WINDS EILEENMERE 912
Support the
NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION
RICHARD J. and DONICE BRUNER
Phone 357-2438 Dovid City, 3 easl Yz So,
Pr 2055608
xl4455876
x20004657
x13198756
KRIVOLAVEK DUROCS
OUALITY BEFORE OUANTITY
OUR 19?0 NEBRASKA STATE FAIR JUNIOR and
GRAND CHAMPION GILT and NATIONAL BARROW
SHOW CHAMPION which sold for $2500
* Our herd ranks 7th Naiionally in the produclion
of Ceriified Meat Litters, the only Nebraska herd
in ihe iop fifty.
* We build our reputation through conlinuous on-
lhe-farm performance testing and back that infor-
malion with Swine Testing Stations. The l97l
Spring pigs are being tested at Wymore, Clarkson,
and Macomb, Illinois.
AttEN KRIVOTAVEK HENRY KRIVOTAVEK
DORCHESTEN, NEBRASKA
402-946-2856 402-946-3011
VEROLA FARMS
REGISTERED ANGUS
HERD SIRES:
MC ALECTUS
ATOMIC JIGGER
VEROLA'S EMULOUS
V/S/TORS WELCOIAE
VERN, ZEOTA DOMEIER & SONS
SUTTON, NEBRASKA
773-6151
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When you think beef, THINK HEREFORDS, the GREATEST beef breed on earth.
When you think HEREFORDS, think UPSTREAM, they will give you pride and profit.
UPSTREAM RANCH
ALFRED AND FERRAL MEEKS
TAYLOR, NEBRASKA PHONE 308.942-6468
Purebred Angus
Herd Sires
SW CENTURION PRIMO
1966 RESERVE CHAMPION-Americqn Royol
BAttOT 4 OF WATNUT Registered and Commercial
Owned Jointly with Midwest Breeders Cooperotive
Herefords
BTACKWATCH PRESIDENT 458
Son of ANKONIAN PRESIDENT
Raymond E. Crawford
COMMERCIAL ANGUS BREEDING SINCE I9OO
Fowling Route, Box 69 Allionce, Nebrosko Phone 752-5205
BREEO IMPROVEMENT
ff'::rjl-
BUILDS AETTER BEEF
Z eller B rother s
Ravenna. Nebras/<a
COMPLI MENIS
ol
RALSTON PURINA
COMPANY
FEEDS PHIL ROUBAL
REGISTERED POttED SHORTHORNS
CHAMPION FEEDER STEER
I97O JR. CLUB CALF SALE
North Bend, Nebr. 652-3488
TYNYWTRA FARMS
REGISTERED POLLED SHORTHORNS
T & J HUMPHREYS
WOLCOTT, INDIANA
I Mile lY2 E
Congratulations BLOCK and BRIDLE
MEMBERS
40,000 fqrmers united in the notion's lorgest former-owned
cottle breeding orgonizotiop-providing doiry formers ond
rqnchers superior genetics in the conception boosting "Mogic
Wond" ftozen pipetfe.
Midwest Breeders' totsl herd-improvement progrom includes
technicion service, direct semen soles, breeding schools ond
herd evqluqtion. For those interested in q cEreer in the co'ttle
breeding industry, Midwest Breeders offers ercellent employ-
ment qnd distributorship opportunities.
Soles ond service techniciqns qnd outhorized distributors lo.
coted in Wisconsin, Minnesotq, lowo, Nebrosko, Missouri,
Konsos, Oklohomo, Arkonsos, Colifornio, qnd Mexico. Pro-
duction centers ond loborotories qre locoted ot Showono,
Wisconsin; Steworwille, Minnesoto; Des Moines, lowo; Fre-
mont, Nebrosko; ond Springfield, Missouri.
l ST CI|0|CE
For All Livestock
SPECIAL FOB HOBSES
0PRIMA...The Feed of Champions
HORSE FEED WAFERS
A Complete Ration at Moderate Cost
MIDTUEST
SHAWAN0. WISCoNS N 54166 . PHoNI 526 2t4l (AR[A 715)
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WALDO FARMS
DEWITT, NEBRASKA
WORLD's LARGEST DUROC HERD
NEBRASKA & NATIONAL ACCREDITED PRIMARY HERD
CONTINUOUS BREEDING SINCE 1895
WE RECORDED 2,327 DUROCS IN 1970
THIS IS AN ALL TIME ALL BREED RECORD
also
ANGUS CATTLE, HAMPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLLED MILKING SHORTHORNS and cRossBRED CATTLE
ALL PRODUCTION TESTED
ffi
q, 
dw,
l'One G rond," record se | | ingNebroskq stote sole chomoion
$1,000.00 Hompshire Rom
WILTARD WATDO 
-MAX WALDO 
-
GEORGE CAMMACK 
-
One of the 1500 boors we soldin 1970
Phone 402-583-5220
Phone 402-683-5225
Phone 4O2-683-34t5
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"\ny'here quality is higher fhan the price"
QUALITY SPF YORKSHIRE
BOARS 
- 
GILTS
Harold Cerny
Route 2-Dorchester, Nebr.
946-2800
4l ol 42 Grqded Number I ot Hormels
The Kind Top Commercial Pork Producers Demand
Warren Cerny
Route 2-Crete, Nebr.
826-8198
Durocs Hampshires
Chesfer Whites
Nebraska and Nationally
Accredited Herd
E t EBarVAngusRanch
I V Registered Aberdeen Ansus
s. P. F.
Est. 1937
PRODUCTION SALE
EACH SPRING
BREEDING STOCK
AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES
V'S/IORS W ELCO^AE
MR. ond MRS. ELI B. VOTAW, JR.
WELLFLEET, NEBR. 69170
ARLAN ARGO and SONS
Wymore, Nebraska
68456
Phone 402-574-3373
QUALITY YORKSHIRES
FOR SAIE
Boars and Gilts
140 Doy Weight
Bqck Fot Probe
Cutout Informqtion
Test Stotion Informstion
GOTTFRIED MEIERGERO
AND SONS
WEST POINT, NEBRASKA
Phone: Beemer 402-528-3667 or 402-528-3500
S &. W ANGUS RANCH
SALUTES THE BLOCK &. BRIDLE
IOOK TO US and these Sires {or your future breeding
trlR. XIARSHAII
"DUKE" Breeze Acres Winnies tAD 4
"Big 70" Emulous Pride 70
V/s/TORS ALWAYS WELCO^AE
SHELDON Z. WERT, Monoging Portner
3842 N. Woshington
Minneopolis, Minnesoto
WALTER HABERMAN
Purdum. Nebrosko
CLUB
stock:
CLARK SCHAFFERT
Woubun, Minnesoto
Successfully Selling
Sales Everywhere
WRITE OR PHONE
NOW
FOR YOUR DATE
o
Dick Kane
Auctioneer
Tef: AC 442-529-5785 Wisner, Nebrosko 58791
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Resistered and Commercial POILED HEREFQRDS
BANNER PRINCE 319_"STRETCH"
A tremendous long bull thot is musculor ond hos
the modern look. We plon on using him this sum-
mer but moy still show him next foll ond winter.
OTHER HER.D SIRES_HERVAL ASTER
BRFfD/NG CATTLE AND CLUB
PERFECT MIXER 284-"RED"
A mossive, modern, musculor individuol' He
weighed over o ton on his third birthdoy. His first
colves ore orriving ond they ore outstonding.
2I5, ROLLO HUSKER, ROLLO MODE 29
CALVES FOR SALE AT ALL TI/AES
CLARENCE GALEN
Phone A.C. 308-535-2059 Fullerton, Nebrosko 58638
Weaning Weight Average:
Bulls-500 lbs.
Heifers-455 lbs.
With no creep
feed or nurse cows
ELMER AND NEIL
Now Off Interstate 80
l0 Miles South of U.S. Highway 8l Exit
Phone 268-3901 and 268-3939
C. E. FRENZEN AND SONS
MARLIN
535-2990
Want More Length and Muscle?
Assisting Sires:
PF Pres Lamp 2
PF Rollo Lamp 6l
LDR Pawnee Mixer 2
PRIEFERT FARMS
REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORDS
Fairmont, Nebraska
P.F. PRES. BEAU. ROLLO
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NEBRASKA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION , INC.
"The Voice ol the Nebrcsko Pork Producer"
SALUTES THE NEBRASKA
BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB
AND ENCOURAGES THE
CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT
OF FUTURE LEADERS OF
THE ANIMAL INDUSTRY
CUNNINGHAM
BROTHERS
TOM & DON
TI RANCH
BROADWATER, NEBR.
PHONE 489-3418
HENEFORD CATTLE 
- 
OUARTER HORSES
VACCINES 
- 
WESTERN EOUIPMENT
'^wW
Farm Producls
Lawn Products
Ken Schoenleber
832 N Sr.
Lincoln, Nebraska
Lawn & Mainienance Services
HUSKERLAND SALES
AND SERVICES
Cooper Feeds
We Buy Cream
off. 432-3751
Res. 434-5153
Pine Ridge Polled
Home of the
Hereford
PINE RIDGE BANNERS
"Small Herd With Emphasis on Quality"
TOftl qnd LORRAINE THOI AS
WHITE CLAY, NEBRASKA
PHONE: 862-3238
Rqnch Locoted in Block Hills Foothills
CrO
DENVER
OI
[vo naj
Ioo ue\
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THINK PROFIT:
Many Block & Bridle members will be the beef cattle leaders of tomorrow. Some in the actual
production of beef . others in a closely related line of beef work. Whatever your line of endeavor,
don't forget the extra profit potential in a beef operation based on Shorthorn and Polled Shorthorn
blood. Shorthorns give you - - -
.. . extra weaning weight without extra calving
difficulty
. . . extra feedlot gains without extra feed expense
. . . extra carcass grade without loss of size
Remember, too, over 30 recognized beef breeds,
including many of the largest, trace to short-
horn parentage. WHY? It's because SHORT-
HORNS PROFIT-MARK THEIR PROGENY
WHILE OTHER BREEDS MERELY COLOR-
MARK THEIRS.
AMERICAN SHORTHORN ASS'N.
8288 HASCATT STREET
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 58124
NATIONAT TIVESTOCK
BROKERS, INC.
A livestock merchondising estoblishment, designed
to do the job for you ond with you. We offer o
dependoble service to cqttle breeders, of oll breeds,
qt o reosonoble price
DAIE RUNNION
JIAA BATDRIDGE
NORTH PLATTE, NEBR.
59101
CONGRATULATIONS
BLOCK and BRIDLE
CLUB
For Your Work in Deueloping the
Leaders of Tomorrow.
START A TESTING PROGRAM
FOR GREATER PROFITS_THEN
BUY A TESTED BOAR FOR MORE
PROFIT.
SENEK
SWINE TESTING STATION
R.F.D. I Wymore, Nebraska
68466
P.O. BOX 1249
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ANI SCI PROF HONORED
The Block and Bridle Club wishes to congratu-
late Professor Charles H. Adams, U. of N. Meats
Instructor, on receiving one of five "Distinguished
Teaching Awards" presented by the University of
Nebraska Foundation. "Charlie" was chosen from
the entire faculty of the University for the award,
which consisted of a medallion and a $1.000.00
check.
Professor Adams was also one of three finalists
in the contest for the U of N Builders award for
Outstanding Professor, which was chosen by
student ballot.
B and B extends its congrats to you, Charlie.
To keep alive the old adage that "all work and
no play make Jack a dull boy" Professor R. B.
Warren's junior judges from Ani Sci 103 take time
out for a little football on the Christmas Break
Holiday Tour.
Due to the lack of a stadium in which to play
the game, students took advantage of the sheep
pasture at the Harry Hart sheep farm at Cozad,
Nebraska, and the game carried on.
Who won? R. B.'s team. of course.
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cowPoKES
+_€+
Like this cowboy of Ace Reid cartoon fame, the University of Nebraska Block and Bridle club
"kicks off" the fall semester with it's fall steak fry and continues soaring along at a rapid pace all
year.
This annual pretty well closes out the activities of another school year, and it is here that we would
like to recognize and thank all who have helped make this annual a reality:
-A special thanks to Mr. Ken Peitsch and his staff at Nebraska Hall for arranging type, the printing,and the advice they have given us.
-Also, thanks to the secretaries of Marvel Baker Hall for all the typing and errands they do forthe club.
-Thanks again to our subscribers for the support they have 
given this project.
-Thanks to Mr. Dick Dodds, who has been the 
photographer for the club at nearly all events, no
matter when and where they may be.
-And last but not least, thanks to the members and the faculty for giving us the opportunity tocarry out this project.
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The Annual Staff
SPF FIAMPSHIRES arld DT]ROCS
ALSO A FEW CHESTER WHITES
TIIEMSELUESWHERE QUALITY SELLS
TII JACK
Sire of our 1970 Nebraska funior & Grand Champion
Boar and the 1970 FFA bn Foot and Carcass Cut.
.93 B.F. and 48.451o H & L.
ROLL YOUR OWN
Our popr.rlar yollng herdsire from a
Leneth 30.3 BF 1.21
31.0 l.3l
certified litter.
Loin 5.45
5.O5
TEST STATION RESULTS
TOP HAMPSHIRES AT SENEK BY BIG MODEL
GAIN 2.17 BF .83 FEED EFF 2511.93 .80
DUROCS TESTED AT SENEK BY HI JACK
GAIN 2.19 tsI' .70 FEED EFF2.21 .97
CARCASS RESULTS
CHAMPION CERTIFIED LITTER AT THE
HAMPSHIRE TYPE CONFERENCE
25r
260
260
LENGTH 3I.O
30.0
PATROL
addition Sonoray: 5.95
lbs. Littermate Cut 3l
BI I.I
t.2
LOIN 6.59
6.20
MIDWEST MARKET HOG SHOW AT FREMONT_8TH CARCASS PEN
LENGTH 3t.l BF Ll LOIN 5.8 o/o IlkL 43.205%
31.0 1.0 4.7 44.20370
STATE FFA RESERVE CHAMPION CARCASS
LENGTH 3r.2 BF 1.1 70 IlkL 43.205%
EVERETT MAAHS SONS
Route 7, Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
Phone 488 - 8101
Featured Herdshire
BF, 167 days to 220
6.5 Loin.
1969 Nebraska Junior
selling for $3400 at the
LOrn, I I
5, .77 BF
and Grand Champion and
National Barrow Show.

